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Name
First name
Steve
Last name
Maday
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kemps Creek 2178
Submission
How would you feel if tomorrow the government and/or he Dept of Planning or council etc. re-zoned YOUR property to a zoning such as
environmental or green space, causing the value to reduce dramatically and no one wanting to obviously purchase it at he current market price, you
can't do anything on your land as the zoning does not permit this, you are in your elderly years and relying on the sale of your property, which you
have worked all your life for as your nest egg to re ire comfortably??? And you cant get any information or, responses or answers from these
departments no matter how you much try... I would really love to hear from you how would you feel if you were suddenly in this posi ion, PLEASE send
me an email with your reply. I can tell you how my elderly parents feel. They feel very sad, deflated, confused, trapped, angry, anxious, depressed and
they feel deceived by this current Liberal government. We have a glimmer of hope and lucky to have decent people such as Greg Warren and Anne
Stanley who have unlike his current government given up their time to listen and represent the unfortunate, mostly elderly landowners trapped in his
awful environmental zoning. We hope the current government does the right thing and as a matter of urgency purchases or acquires the land they
have allocated in he environmental zone and allow these suffering elderly people to get on with what is left of their lives. Thank you
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